
28th April 2022

Dear Parent/Carer,

Re: Ings Toy Swap Shop - Friday 20th May 2022

Did you know that more than 40 million toys were thrown away last year? To

combat this (as part of our work on reducing waste and recycling) the school is

going to host a ‘Swap Shop’ on Friday 20th May. Children will have the

opportunity to bring in an old toy and swap it for another. We hope that this

will give these toys a second life and avoid them being thrown away needlessly.

How will it work?

Send any toys you and your child wish to swap at the event to school and leave them at the school

office - older children can bring them in and take them to the office so you don’t have to.  At this time,

your child will be allocated a token for each toy they bring in. On the day of the swap shop, your child

will receive their tokens and swap each for a toy.

What Toys can/can’t we send?

Most toys are suitable for the event including: plastic toys, soft toys, board games, jigsaws etc

although all toys must be ‘complete’ and cleaned before being sent into school. Unfortunately, there

are some items that cannot be accepted which include any electrical items and any toys with cords

over 30cm.

Please send toys you wish to swap into school from Tuesday 3rd May. The last

day you can send toys is Wednesday 18th May.

Thank you for supporting this event.

Kind Regards

Mr Bell

Disclaimer: The school accepts no responsibility for items swapped and gives no warranty as to their condition, suitability

or provenance. Please take all reasonable measures to check the suitability of any items swapped for your child’s

protection. Ings Primary School accepts no liability for any claim or loss resulting from any transaction taking place at the

swap.


